ABSTRACT The use of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images for water segmentation can accurately extract the boundaries of water areas and is of great significance for studying the temporal and spatial changes of lakes and other environmental elements. In view of the fact that SAR image itself has characteristics such as speckle noise and large volumes, this paper proposes an edge active contour model (ACM) based on the mixed log-normal distribution for SAR image edge extraction and evaluates the parameters of distribution by using the classic expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. Furthermore, compared with the existing models, the proposed algorithm introduces regional variable coefficients and modifies the evolution rate in the distance regularization term so that the level set can be quickly and accurately stopped at the target edge. For practical application, the proposed ACM is applied to extract the outline of the Danjiangkou Reservoir (DJKR) with time as a sequence. The experimental results show that it is robust to noise, improves the precision of land and water segmentation, and helps to determine the changing trends of indicators, such as water surface area, average water depth, and relative storage capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamic monitoring of large-scale waters is significant to the study of regional development. Optical images are susceptible to weather, and image quality is degraded, resulting in limited surveillance [1] , [2] . The active imaging mode and the penetration of the microwave itself make the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) free from the effects of light and weather during operation, so it has all-weather work characteristics throughout the day [3] , [4] . Given all these advantages, SAR can periodically observe the same area, and is a good choice to monitor changes in the water area.
In order to achieve accurate segmentation of water and land edges, a variety of algorithms have been developed, such as
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thresholding [5] - [8] and clustering [9] - [12] . Tian adopted the improved thresholding method to extract the water body from ENVISAT/ASAR image [13] . Aiazzi et al. [14] proposed a mean-shift clustering method for non-parametric change detection of multi-temporal SAR images. Gong et al. [15] used a fuzzy C-means algorithm to classify the regions of variation in SAR images. However, due to the sensitivity to noise and uneven intensity, their methods were not widely applicable. The emergence of the active contour model (ACM) proposed by Kass [16] , which is currently being extensively studied and applied to image processing [17] - [19] , is a milestone in the field of water division. Then Osher and Sethian proposed the level set function (LSF) that implicitly expressed the contour curve using a high-dimensional zero-level set function, which made it easy to deal with topological changes of the contour curve during the evolution of the level set [20] . Mumford and Shah proposed a variational framework based on image region information, called Mumford-Shah (M-S) model [21] .
Edge-based and area-based are two main types of ACM [22] - [24] . The most prevalent area-based ACM is the Chan-Vese (CV) model [25] , which segments the image through global information. Suppose the statistical distribution of the image is uniform in each region, it has a certain degree of practical application limitations. However, the edge-based ACM ensures that the contour curve is positioned at the edge of the object through the edge stop function and the gradient information of the image. Caselles et al. proposed the Geodesic Active Contour (GAC) model, which introduced the concept of level sets and used the geometric metric of the curve to promote the evolution of the contour curve to the target edge [26] . However, these models all have the problem of needing to be reinitialized in the evolution process. Li et al. introduced a penalty item in the LSF model and solved it [27] . In later studies, they proposed the distance regularization level set evolution (DRLSE), which utilized the outward energy term to push the contour curve to the target edge during the evolution of the contour line [28] . In addition, Wang et al. proposed the local and global intensity fitting (LGIF) model combining local intensity fitting term and global intensity fitting term with different weights [29] . Recently, Ding et al. presented an active contour model driven by Local pre-fitting energy (LPF) for fast image segmentation, which achieves relatively fast segmentation and robust initialization performance [30] .
As for SAR image segmentation method based on ACM, various level set methods based on statistical distribution models of SAR images have been applied to improve segmentation accuracy. In the study of Ayed et al., the statistical distribution of the gray value of SAR images is reflected by the Gamma distribution, and then the distribution function was merged into the active contour based on the level set method [31] . Wang proposed the local Gaussian-distribution fitting (LGDF) model, which took the LSF and the local mean and variance as variables to define the local Gaussian fit energy [32] . Ayed et al. applied the Euler-Lagrangian descent equation to perform curve evolution and Weibull parameter estimation, and segmented SAR images by variational method combined with Weibull distribution [33] . In [34] , the energy function was combined with the region and edge information to be applied to the G 0 statistical model, and the fuzzy membership function was used to represent the region and segment the SAR image into multiple regions.
In summary, various distribution models such as Gaussian [35] , [36] , Gamma, G 0 [37] - [39] , and Weibull [33] have been conducted to describe the statistical properties of speckle noise in SAR images, combined with ACM. The log-normal distribution model belongs to empirical nature model. To accurately model and better fit the surface pixel distribution affected by wind waves in SAR images, this paper proposes a statistical model based on mixed log-normal distribution. Firstly, the probability density function (pdf) and parameter estimation are derived through the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm, and then the distance regularization term of evolution rate is corrected while the regional variable coefficient is introduced, so that the level set can stop at the target edge rapidly and accurately in the process of evolution. Finally, the constructed energy function is solved numerically. The results show that this proposed algorithm enhances the robustness of the ACM, improves the level set evolution speed, and helps to efficiently segment SAR images.
This study aims to improve the accuracy of land and water division of multilook amplitude data for high-resolution SAR images and proposes an ACM based on mixed log-normal distribution. The rest of this letter is structured as follows. The study area and data source introduction are explained in Section II. Section III describes the ACM based on classical log-normal distribution and the proposed mixed log-normal model. Then Section IV and V present the experiments and discussion based on the Danjiangkou Reservoir (DJKR). Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section VI.
II. STUDY AREA A. STUDY AREA AND DATA SOURCES
To solve the problem of water scarcity in the northern cities due to uneven distribution of water resources, China implemented the South-to-North Water Diversion Project [40] . The project is based on water diversion from Taoyuan, Xichuan County, Henan Province. It mainly supplies water to the four provinces of Henan, Hebei, Beijing and Tianjin [see Fig. 1(a) ], which can fundamentally improve the current shortage of water resources in large and medium-sized cities in northern China [41] . The DJKR (110 • 59' to 111 • 49'E, 32 • 36' to 33 • 48'N) is the largest artificial freshwater lake in Asia and the source of the South-to-North Water Diversion Project. It is located at the junction of the three provinces of Henan, Hubei, and Shanxi. The overall outline is formed the ''V'' shape which relates to the whole territory of Danjiangkou city, the entire territory of Xichuan county, Dengzhou city, and a small part of Shiyan city [see Fig. 1(b) ]. From September 2005 to September 2013, due to the influence of the Middle Route Project of South-to-North Water Diversion, the height of the Danjiangkou Dam increased from 162 to 176.7 m above mean sea level. The normal water level and storage capacity increased from 157 to 170 m and from 17.45 × 10 9 to 29.45 × 10 9 m 3 , which set a new high record [42] . The DJKR has many functions such as flood control, power generation, irrigation and shipping. Strengthening the monitoring of the DJKR is greatly important to the surrounding ecological environment construction and water resources management. Therefore, based on the SAR data, firstly, the water and land contours of the DJKR are accurately extracted, and the reservoir area is obtained. Then, according to the fitting curve formula, the corresponding water level is calculated, and finally, the relative storage volume is deduced based on the above indictors. Hence, we have studied the changing trend of water constants in the DJKR for the past few years.
The Sentinel-1 satellite is the first C-band SAR satellite of the Copernicus project. It consists of two polar-orbiting satellites and can acquire data all-weather and all-day [43] . Sentinel-1 captures SAR data in an unprecedented spatio-temporal sampling method and can complete global coverage monitoring in 6-8 days. For the European and Canadian regions, the revisit time is expected to be around 1-3 days. It includes four acquisition modes: strip imaging, interference wide, super-wide, and wave modes. Each mode has a different spatial resolution. Therefore, its data can be applied to many areas of monitoring, especially for the marine and Arctic regions.
2) GAOFEN-3
The GaoFen-3 satellite was launched as the first C-band multi-polarization SAR satellite in China on August 10, 2016 and was officially put into use on January 23, 2017. With a standard spatial resolution of 8 m and a maximum of 1 m, it is the highest-resolution satellite system in the C-band multi-polarization SAR satellite, which can realize the acquisition of microwave remote sensing data with a resolution of 1 to 500 m and a width of 10 to 650 km in different application modes with high time efficiency [44] . The satellite can be utilized in many fields, such as marine environmental monitoring and equity maintenance, disaster monitoring and assessment, water conservancy monitoring and water resources assessment management, meteorological research. The parameters of the two SAR satellite data are shown in Table 1 . 
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION BASED ACM (LND-ACM)
Assuming that the contour curve C divides the SAR image into 1 and 2 parts, the corresponding pdfs which obey the log-normal distribution are p 1 and p 2 . First we can define 1 = {φ > 0} and 2 = {φ < 0} by introducing level set function φ, so the profile curve is obtained from the zero level set by C = {φ = 0}, then we introduce the Heaviside function H and Dirac function δ, and finally get the regional energy function expressed as
where H ε (·) is the Heaviside function, which is defined as
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where µ > 0, η > 0, ρ ∈ R are the respective modulus of penalty term energy function
length term energy function L(φ(x)), and regional term energy function A(φ(x)). p(|∇φ(x)|)
is the hidden function of R p (φ(x)), which is given by
And δ ε (·) is the Dirac function, which is defined as
Since the above formula still has defects, it is necessary to improve the regional coefficient term, the edge stop function, and the energy level term of the distance regularization level set [28] . The improved three-term expressions are listed as follows [22] , [43] . Correspondingly, the variable area coefficient obtained from the regional energy term is expressed as
where α > 0 is the linear modulus, β > 0 is the nonlinear modulus, c > 0 is the constant modulus, u in (x) and u out (x) are the mean values of the interior and exterior local regions of the point x contour, respectively. g(x) is the edge stop function, which is defined as
where f is the gradient information for a given image, and σ 2 in (x) and σ 2 out (x) represent the variances of the interior and exterior local regions of the point x contour, respectively.
The energy level term of the distance regularization level set is defined as
The improved variable region coefficient ρ(x), edge stop function g(x), and regular term R o (φ) are applied to the level-based set energy function E(φ(x)), and finally the level set function energy based on the edge is expressed as
Different from ordinary images, the multiplicative speckle noise makes SAR images have a unique statistical distribution model, and it will greatly reduce the accuracy of the segmentation if we utilize the misaligned statistical distribution model. Therefore, the improved algorithm needs to be able to accurately obtain the statistical distribution model of SAR images, so that it can have a satisfactory segmentation effect. Considering this factor, this paper proposes the ACM based on mixed log-normal distribution.
1) MIXED LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION SAR IMAGE STATISTICAL MODEL
The log-normal distribution model is a model of empirical properties that has been satisfactorily achieved in a very wide variety of areas. However, it is not sufficient to characterize heterogeneous complex area. As the study of Zhou et al. [46] shows, the double log-normal distribution model is more applicable for unconventional situation. Therefore, in order to accurately model and better fit SAR images affected by multiplicative speckle noise, a Log-normal Mixture Model(LogNMM) [47] is adopted as the pdf of the statistical distribution of SAR images. Let y j , j = 1, 2, . . . , N represent the j-th pixel point of the observed SAR image.
Assuming that each observation y j is independent and identically distributed, the pdf of the mixed log-normal distribution is obtained as
where K is the number of predefined components, = {π k }(k = 1, 2, . . . , K ) is the mixed probability set, which is defined as
is a component of the mixed model, and the corresponding parameter is θ k . So each component of the log-normal distribution is expressed as
where
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The EM algorithm [48] is used to estimate the values of the mixed probability coefficients π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π K and the log-normal distribution parameters θ 1 , . . . , θ K . In the EM algorithm, it is assumed that the observation data y j , j = 1, 2, . . . , N is obtained from an unobserved data set z j , j = 1, . . . , N , and z j = {z 
given the observed data y and the current estimated parameters θ, the maximum value of the complete log-likelihood expectation of the distribution of hidden variables is obtained by using the iterative updating method. Letθ k represent the estimated parameter of the model θ k , the k-th parameter of the pdf isθ k = {ẑ Fig. 2 shows the histogram results of fitting high-resolution spaceborne SAR image by using different statistical models. Fig. 2(a) shows regional SAR image including water and land. Figure 2(b) shows the results of log-normal, Gaussian, gamma and LogNMM model used to estimate the probability density distribution of SAR images. It can be seen that the LogNMM model has the best fitting effect on SAR images.
2) IMPROVED ACM NUMERICAL SOLUTION
Combining the above analysis, considering the effect of each part of energy, the expression of the energy function of the level set can be constructed without reinitialization as
The energy function takes into account the effects of speckle noise and has good noise immunity. The edge energy term quickly pushes the evolution curve to the ideal edge position.
According to the principle of variational method [25] , let (19) be minimized, and the evolution equation of the level set is expressed as ∂φ ∂t = ωδ ε (φ) log p 1 (y|θ 1 ) − log p 2 (y|θ 2 )
The first term ωδ ε (φ)[log p 1 (y|θ 1 ) − log p 2 (y|θ 2 )] shows that the SAR image is fitted statistically based on the mixed log-normal distribution, and parameters are estimated during energy minimization. The second term µ 4 (|∇φ| 2 − 1) 2 is related to the penalty term energy function µR p (φ(x)), ensuring that the level set function automatically takes the approximate value as a symbol distance function, to avoid re-initialization of the level set function. The third term ηδ ε (φ)div(g(x) ∇φ |∇φ| ) and the fourth term δ ε (φ)ρ(x)g(x) are related to the length term energy function ηL(φ(x)) and the area term energy function ρ(x)A(φ(x)) respectively. Since the variable region coefficient ρ(x) and the improved edge stop function g(x) are used in the calculation of the level set function, the third term guarantees the accurate convergence of the contour curve at the edge of the object, and the fourth term guarantees that the contour curve will not lose the target edge during evolution. Before the level set iteratively evolves, the level set function is first initialized to φ(0, x, y) = φ 0 (x, y) (for level set function φ(t, x, y), set t ≥ 0). φ > 0 denotes the interior of the zero level set, φ < 0 denotes the outside of the zero level set and φ = 0 denotes the zero level set, which is the edge of the final target. (20) can be derived as
where t represents the time step of each iteration, and D(φ k i,j ) is equivalent to the right-hand side expression of (20) . The symbols (i, j) and k represent the spatial index and time index of φ, respectively. According to the actual situation, equation (21) can be seen as an iterative process of numerical implementation of this method.
Therefore, the numerical implementation of the method shown in Fig. 3 can be summarized as the following steps: 1) Read the image, and initialize the level set function φ 0 ; 2) Calculate the current values of u 1 (x), u 2 (x) and σ 1 (x), σ 2 (x) according to (17) and (18); 3) Calculate ρ(x), g(x) according to (6) and (7) For all experiments, let K = 3 be the limited number of log-normal probability density in the background region, and the target region is set as K = 2. The K values can be freely selected according to the user.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, several experiments were used to segment simulated SAR images and real SAR images. We selected a number of classical and state-of-art models such as LGDF,
LGIF and LPF models for comparison.
A. PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION BASED ON DIFFERENT SAR IMAGES.
As for the segmentation of simulated SAR images, the parameters are set as follows: penalty term coefficient is set as The target and background regions of the two simulated SAR images are generated by K distributions with different parameters, which are used to simulate SAR observation images of heterogeneous scenes with high resolution [49] . Fig. 4 (a) show two simulated SAR images, Fig. 4 (b) , (c), (d) show the segmentation results based on the LGDF, LGIF and LPF model, respectively. Fig. 4 (e) show the ones of our algorithm. As can be seen from Fig. 4 , the segmentation results based on the former three models still have some flaws that cannot be fully satisfied and are not sensitive enough to noise. However, our algorithm can describe heterogeneous and homogeneous regions well and is robust to noise. Therefore, the proposed method can obtain more accurate segmentation results.
The following experiment is to compare the performance of different segmentation algorithms based on two types of real SAR images. The first one is the ground distance multilook data of sentinel-1 with IW mode, single-polarized images with a resolution of 5 m × 20 m, the Noise Equivalent Sigma Zero (NESZ) of which can be better than −22 dB [50] . The corresponding preprocessing steps include radiation calibration, refined Lee filtering and geocoding, which can effectively reduce speckle noise inherent in the original SAR image. Fig. 5 shows the sentinel-1 multilook amplitude image, where (a) is a partial image of the DJKR, and (b) is the image in the area A.
As is shown in Fig. 6 , water-land borderline detection and corresponding segmentation result are performed by the four models. The parameters are set as follows: penalty term coefficient is set as µ = 0.2, length term coefficient is set as η = 1, time step is set as t = 1, number of iterations is set as N = 100, linear coefficient is set as α = 10, nonlinear coefficient is set as β = 3, constant coefficient is set as c = 0.25.
The red contour lines shown in Fig. 6 represents the hand-drawn extraction, the others for segmentation models and the black area represents the water body. As can be seen from Fig. 6 (d) , the contour line segmented based on our algorithm is basically consistent with the real hand-drawn contour line. However, the contour lines obtained by the LGDF model have poor extraction results from weak edges, resulting in many background areas being divided into target areas. The results of LGIF are greatly improved compared with the former, but the retention of local contour is not as good as the proposed model. In addition, although LPF is the best in the three for comparison, there are still some problems of missing segmentation in some areas. Therefore, it can be clearly shown that by introducing the mixed log-normal distribution into the improved edge-based active contour energy function, the effect of segmentation can be significantly improved.
In order to more intuitively compare the accuracy of the above algorithms for the segmentation of local regions, we select area A for the experiment, the results of which are shown in Fig. 7 . It can be seen from Fig. 7 that LGDF and LGIF have a problem of over-segmentation, and the detection effect at the edge is slightly worse. Surprisingly, both LPF and our method can detect the weak edge region well.
On the other hand, the final set of experiments use the GaoFen-3 image to further verify the applicability of the above algorithms. The selected data is a VV-polarized image of QPSI mode with the resolution of 8 m. The NESZ is better than −19.5 dB [51] . The pre-processing steps include: radiometric calibration, complex data conversion, multilook processing with the parameter of 3 × 3, refined Lee filtering, and geocoding. The results of segmentation are shown in Fig. 8 . The parameters are set as follows: penalty term coefficient is set as µ = 0.2, length term coefficient is set as η = 1, time step is set as t = 0.5, number of iterations is set as N = 50, linear coefficient is set as α = 10, nonlinear coefficient is set as β = 3, constant coefficient is set as c = 0.25. From Fig. 8 (a) and (b) , it can be seen that LGDF and LGIF have poor detection results at the land-water edge, and there is still a serious over-segmentation. In contrast, LPF has some slight leakage segmentation problems, but overall, the result is still more satisfactory than the former.
As expected, the results obtained under our method are basically consistent with the real results, indicating that it is also suitable for segmenting high resolution SAR images.
B. ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this paper, the experimental results are evaluated by the following two objective indicators: Ratio of Segmentation Error (RSE) and Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC), which are given by where N (·) represents the number of pixels in the set, represents the entire image field,and s i s j represents the set of pixels in s i that do not belong to s j . The smaller the value of RSE, the less the number of target pixels that are classified incorrectly, the better the segmentation effect. Likewise, the greater the value of DSC, the more the target pixel point set obtained by the algorithm extraction is similar to the corresponding one of the real set. Therefore, the performance of the most ideal target extraction algorithm is RSE = 0, DSC=1. Table 2 illustrates the accuracy of the different models for segmentation. It is easy to see from Table 2 that whether the simulated SAR image or the real SAR image, the RSE value of our algorithm is close to 0 and the DSC value is close to 1 compared with the two values of others, it means that our model is superior in maintaining fuzzy edges and has minimal errors. Therefore, the segmentation result of our algorithm is more accurate, which verifies the feasibility of this method.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we conduct the segmentation experiments for different sizes of SAR images, and record the required number of iterations and running time to compare the performance of the above models. The initial contours are set to be the same and the corresponding parameters are adjusted to minimize the convergence time. As can be seen from Table 3 , the running time is positively related to the iterations and the size of the image. From the perspective of algorithm comparison, it is precisely because of the accuracy of the mixed log-normal fit distribution that our algorithm can end the iterative process in the shortest time and effectively obtain the final contour. In addition, for our model, these two indicators change relatively smaller with size, which means that its stability is relatively higher, making it more suitable for practical requirements.
Based on the above comparative analysis of selected regions, we conduct experiments on the entire DJKR. Fig. 9(a) shows the water-land edge line obtained by our method. The corresponding result of segmentation is shown in Fig. 9(b) . It can be easily seen from the Fig. 9 that this method can accurately locate the edge of the blurred region and obtain a smooth and continuous contour line, and the overall segmentation effect is expected.
According to the fitting formula proposed by Li et al. [52] , the cubic polynomial fitting function is the best function to describe the relationship between the water level and the 
where a and b represents the surface water area of two adjacent dates. Similarly, we use root mean squared error (RMSE) and correlation coefficient (R 2 ) as evaluation indicators, they are expressed as
where y i is the actual measured data,ŷ i is the data obtained from the fitted formula andȳ i is the mean value of y i . As shown in Fig. 10 , we perform a time series analysis of the water indicators in the DJKR to gain a deeper understanding of the water environment monitoring in the reservoir area. First, we use the proposed model to perform Sentinel-1 image segmentation to obtain the water surface area, and then calculate the average water depth based on the above fitting formula. Finally, we get the corresponding trend of change from 2017 to 2018. Comparing these results, we find that the trend of the two tends to be consistent in general. Fig. 11 shows the extraction results from which we selected eight months with more obvious changes in the DJKR.
Thus, as shown in Table 4 , we calculate the eight corresponding reservoir water level and relative capacity based on the extracted water surface area. Meanwhile, the RMSE and above. The results are shown in Table 5 . Among them, the relative storage capacity starts from the calculation of the storage tolerance difference between April 29 and April 5, 2017, and − indicates the initialization of the relative storage capacity.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an ACM based on mixed log-normal distribution is proposed to improve the shortcomings of improper fitting of heterogeneous clutter regions in traditional ACM based on single log-normal distribution. On the one hand, we introduce variable region coefficients and improved edge stop function to solve the problem that contour curves are easy to fall into local minimum or missing target edges in noise image segmentation. On the other hand, we use mixed log-normal statistical distribution to ensure that our model is robust to speckle noise. At the same time, we analyze and compare several segmentation models named LGDF, LGIF and LPF. The experimental results show that the proposed model has obvious advantages and longer-term of application prospects than the previous ones, whether it is in the preservation of the edge contour of the fuzzy region or the sensitivity to speckle noise, or in terms of time efficiency.
As for the application of the proposed model, we perform time series inversion for Sentinel-1 data, and finally deduce the water surface area, average water depth and relative storage capacity of the DJKR, which has theoretical and practical significance for studying the reservoir water storage, flood control and power generation.
However, due to the influence of inherent multiplicative speckle noise in SAR images, no algorithm has been widely applicable to various water-land boundary line extraction studies so far. Therefore, how to improve the universality of ACM in future research is our focus. Furthermore, we only statistically model the amphibious regions of SAR images, but SAR images in different scene regions have different statistical characteristics. In later studies, we also need to model various scenarios to improve the systematic understanding of the target boundary extraction theory.
